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supporting ISAW 2020 through a strategic, multichannel approach
Our ISAW 2020 efforts focused on raising awareness for infantile spasms through a variety of media
outlets, an influencer campaign, and paid social media advertising.

To expand the PR efforts of the TS Alliance, Geben included new outlet types —
including national print publications, medical trade media, and podcasts — to expand
the reach of PR efforts.
Identified and partnered with influencers who had similar target audiences for an
online baby monitor giveaway to raise awareness for IS and drive social media visits
and website traffic.
Promoted the signs of IS video – in both English and Spanish – on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and YouTube to raise awareness for IS and drive users to the IS website.
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variety of topics and spokespeople lead to diverse and widereaching coverage
The media placements included two podcasts, four family stories – three op-eds and one
interview – and expert interviews with two doctors.

10

media placements
secured

31,745,700+

impressions + downloads

550+

social engagements
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family stories resonate with readers
Securing op-eds and interviews allows the audience to read first-hand experiences from the family of
those going through it – this was important for raising awareness for IS so readers can relate to the
families. Geben secured three op-ed opportunities and one interview for two different family stories
with the San Diego Union-Tribune, St. Augustine Record, City Mom Collective, and Newsweek*.
Opportunity: Continue sourcing family stories during patience contact or on social media to raise
awareness for IS.

31,056,700+
impressions

350+

social engagements

*The op-ed in Newsweek was also picked up by MSN.
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podcasts open the door to additional audiences
More than half of Americans listen to podcasts. With that in mind, we targeted podcasts that had the
same target audience as ISAW – moms and parents. Three different podcasts were secured and
included interviews for Kari Rosbeck and Dr. Bebin: Doctor Mommy Speaks, Informed Pregnancy
Podcast, and PediaCast*.
Opportunity: Conduct podcast outreach earlier in the year to accommodate their long lead times.

150,000+
downloads

86,000+
social reach

*PediaCast by Nationwide Children’s Hospital interview will take place in 2021.
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showcasing doctors to highlight the signs and challenges of IS
Hearing from experts brings validation and confidence to a topic. Geben secured two
opportunities for doctors, Dr. Hussain and Dr. Bebin, to speak to the signs and challenges of IS
with Neurology Live (video and written interviews) and BabyGaga (interview and preview
article).

539,000+
impressions

200+

social engagement
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strategic approach drives meaningful website traffic
During November 30 — December 8, 2020, the Infantile Spasms website saw over 11,000
pageviews and the top visited page was “What can IS look like.”

Key takeaways from Google
Analytics:
• Spike in website traffic during
ISAW 2020 means we were
raising awareness by driving
audiences to seek more
information on the website
• New visitors indicate we were
reaching people who may not
have heard of ISAW or IS
• Social media — including
influencers and paid social —
drove the most users to the
website
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ISAW toolkit supported successful social media efforts
Geben refreshed the social media toolkit to include new key messaging, social copy, videos, and
graphics – with the addition of materials in Spanish. This toolkit was shared with partnering
organizations to empower those organization to come together to cohesively raise awareness for IS.
Signs of Infantile Spasms video:
• Viewed 16K+ times
• Shared 350+ times
• 70+ social engagements

#ISAW2020:
• 267 mentions
• By 143 unique authors
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influencers bring new awareness to IS
Geben identified five new social media influencers to post about ISAW and participate in a
baby monitor giveaway in partnership with TS Alliance. The influencers had a target audience
of new moms and parents which aligned with the target audience of ISAW.

179,800+
total reach

2,200+
total likes

140+

100

new followers

240

giveaway entries

total comments
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smaller influencers drew more engagement
The two smaller influencers had the most comments – meaning their audiences could have felt closer
or related more to the person posting. Opportunity: engage with more, smaller to medium size
influencer with your target audience for future campaigns.
@thebloomingjaks
• 15.6K followers
• 560 likes
• 36 comments

@sarahaleyfit
• 37.7K followers
• 220 likes
• 31 comments

@fitfoodiele
• 75.5K followers
• 868 likes
• 9 comments

@lipsticktolunges
• 25.7K followers
• 388 likes
• 36 comments

@plusmommy
• 28.3K followers
• 197 likes
• 30 comments
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paid social ads result in over 192K video views!
Paid social ads surpassed our video view objectives by 137% running on Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, and YouTube to both English and Spanish speakers.

543,819
impressions

192,159
video views

2,812
website sessions

4,564
ad engagements

(likes, comments, shares, saves, clicks)

• Ads increased website visits +1,411% vs. the weekly average of the past 10 weeks, but we did
not hit our website session goal of 6,000 website visits from ads. This is most likely because people
were spending much more time watching the video.
• Ads surpassed the campaign’s engagement objective, including 87 saves and 212 shares/RTs.
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video captivates but doesn’t drive users to the website
Nearly 14,000 or 7% of people watched the entire ISAW
video! Average time spent watching the video via ads was
upwards of 17 seconds on YouTube and Facebook! For
reference, we aim for average play times of 10 seconds
based on industry standards (Facebook counts a video view
at 2 seconds).
Ads fell short of our link click objective. This was most likely
because users watched the video, got the information they
needed, and kept scrolling.
Opportunity: Test ads with just images next year to entice
users to learn more on the website.
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the top performing ad was the same across platforms and
languages
We tested five ad versions to see which
ad copy resonated the most with users.
This ad (see right) resulted in the following
for both English and Spanish speakers
across Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter:
• most video views (30% of
campaign total)
• most clicks (57% of campaign
total)
• most engagements
Opportunity: Keep this ad version in mind
for next year’s campaign.
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Spanish speakers engage with ads the most
The Spanish speaking audience was most
engaged with the ISAW ads.
• Spanish speakers were twice as likely
to click the ads. Despite only spending
20% of the Facebook and Instagram
budget on Spanish speakers, they
made up 58% of the total clicks coming
from Facebook and Instagram.
Opportunity: Because Spanish speakers
were most likely to click ads to learn more
on the website, consider creating a
Spanish landing page on ISAW.org.
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thank you!

